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An evolving category in the watch market are replacement aftermarket products not
intended to mimic the original, but rather to improve or change the way the watch
looks and feels. One of those companies entering into this category is Everest
Horology. On August 10th, 2012 Everest Band releases the EH-1, a medical-grade
silicone strap designed specifically for Rolex sport watches including the Explorer II,
Submariner, DeepSea, and GMT. Unlike most other replacement straps, the Everest
EH-1 is designed to fit the Rolex watch head exactly with a fit very similar to Rolex’s
original Oyster bracelet.
Everest Horology is not the first company to manufacture a replacement silicone strap
for Rolex. Another company, RubberB has been producing silicone Rolex replacement
straps for almost two years and it is easy to make comparisons between the two
because they both have a penchant for detail and quality. Although Everest Horology
and RubberB straps look similar, the Everest EH-1 was designed completely from
scratch without attempting to mimic Rolex’s Oyster bracelet. Other than an Oyster link
look at the watch head end of the strap, the Everest strap has a different shape and
slightly different profile than Rolex’s Oyster bracelet and RubberB’s strap. One notable
difference between Everest’s design over the RubberB’s is that Everest’s is designed
for Rolex’s Easy Link, a half-link extension that hides under Rolex's newer Oyster
clasps. Additionally, Everest Horology’s EH-1 is made in the United States whereas
RubberB’s strap is manufactured in Switzerland.
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The problem with Rolex:
There are a lot of things that Rolex does right. Rolex’s sapphire crystals with the telltale cyclops, tractor-like movements, and patented water tight cases are what define
tool watches. Despite Rolex's numerous patents and technical achievements, there are
aspects that Rolex completely misses. Night visibility and the amount of lume on a
Rolex watch face and hands is always a criticism, and the "tuna-can" like clasp and
bracelet links that are truly utilitarian and rarely failed, but were frequently criticized
when matched with other brands. Many now-vintage Rolex watches do not have the
original bracelet as that was the first item to wear out. For decades Rolex's glacier-like
design changes and staying true to being "evolutionary" rather than be
"revolutionary," leaves a classic watch open for improvements.
When it comes to making a Rolex watch "better," there are two categories for
modifications. The first are modifications that clearly mimic the original Rolex such as
modified dials and bezels, typically inlaid with diamonds, or a modified color to make
the watch face look like an original that fetches a premium among collectors (e.g. Paul
Newman Daytona dials). The second and more legitimate category is modifications
clearly designed to improve upon Rolex’s design and provide the owner options that
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Rolex doesn’t. Options such as different watch straps and sapphire casebacks give the
Rolex owner more functionality than what the original factory model provides. Just as
how AMG has manufacturer approved modifications for Mercedes Benz, and the M
series subsidiary for BMW, replacement strap and caseback companies provide
functionality to Rolex that the user can install, but unlike the car modification
companies, can switch these modifications back to factory on a whim.
So what's the Issue?
The Rolex Oyster bracelet is one of the most durable and recognizable bracelets found
on Swiss watches. Its trademark Oyster look is recognized around the globe and
variations of it are seen on other watch brands. The Oyster bracelet is durable, but for
sport watches, there are instances when the bracelet needs to give or stretch a little
bit, or be lighter - similar to the comfort a leather strap possesses, as well as be
waterproof. Under conditions when the weather is hot and there is heavy
perspiration, a strap needs to give while the wrist expands under heat. This is where
having a silicone strap that is impervious to ultra-violet light or breakage comes into
play, and one of the reasons why many sport watches are outfitted with a silicone
strap. Lastly, for athletes, wearing a stainless strap while running or cycling typically
yields, well, for the lack of a better term, black sweat gunk comprised of dirt and
perspiration that builds up under stainless bracelets. This black gunk only comes off
with soap and water.
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It’s not easy to make a silicone strap…
There are not many companies that produce quality silicone straps because there is
more to it than what meets the eye. Both Everest Horology and RubberB shared that
producing silicone straps is a tiresome effort done out of passion for Rolex and to
improve the Rolex watch wearing experience. The amount of trial and error with
prototypes and the amount of handiwork each strap requires makes designing and
manufacturing straps a tiresome effort. Because silicone straps are not hand stitched
or hand cut, most people assume that the strap pops out of a production mold, into
packaging and off to the retailer. But in reality, high quality silicone straps require a
clean room, are cured, cleaned, shaped/trimmed, vulcanized, and coated such that it
possesses the quality and durability levels fitting for a Rolex watch. Many people
associate silicone with rubber, but in reality they are entirely different. The only things
that are “rubber” are items made from the material directly from a rubber tree.
Everest Horology uses “medical grade silicone rubber” that is an exacting specification
that exceeds FDA standards and must have zero reaction with the human body.
Everest Strap in the Wild
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I wore a pre-release Everest EH-1 strap on a 10 day adventure to Rome Italy, in which
the summer is one hot place with conditions that are more humid than what I
experienced at the bottom of the Grand Canyon the previous summer.
Wearability
One of the noticeable aspects of the EH-1 is that it stretches slightly and has a
somewhat spongy feel. Despite the sponginess, the strap is made of medical-grade
silicone and is vulcanized like all other rubber straps found on quality Swiss watches.
Additionally, the EH-1 has two coatings; one that is a surface finish and another that is
an anti-microbial coating. Unlike the RubberB strap which does not stretch much, the
Everest EH-1 rubber gives/stretches slightly when there is tension on the strap which
is great on hot days when wrists swell. Also, the silicone used in the EH-1 is
formulated to look new years down the road, and is impervious to heat. With the
RubberB strap, I gently heated it with a stove lighter to make it conform around my
wrist as the RubberB strap feels stiffer than Everest’s. In doing the same procedure
with the Everest EH-1, it sprung back to its original flat shape. In Italy, I discovered
that the springiness was an advantage as the heat would expand and contract my
wrist size and the strap would just accommodate changes in wrist size.
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Looks:
The EH-1 black strap color compliments the gloss black face of my GMT-C and the
black Ceracrom bezel. After a 10 days of wearing it, a little rubber strap cleaner from
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Veraet (http://www.veraet.com/collections/watch-care/products/watch-band-rubberand-leather-care) made the Everest strap a little darker and appear newer. Over time,
the RubberB strap developed a little patina which was exacerbated by Veraet use, but
the Everest Strap went back to looking new. It’s obvious that RubberB and Everest
Horology utilize two completely different types of silicone.
Others noticed the EH-1 while wandering around Rome. On one occasion while riding
a Vespa, another Vespa driver was caught eye-balling the strap when we were all lined
up at stop lights, and there were inquiries by Rolex dealers I visited, on the source of
the strap.
Installation and Fit
Everest Horology’s EH-1 installs similarly to any other Rolex Oyster bracelet because
the section of the strap that fits between the watch lugs is designed to be a precision
fit with the watch head. Because there is more space for a springbar tool, installing an
EH-1 is actually easier than installing a Rolex Oyster bracelet. For Rolex wearers
accustomed to removing the bracelet for occasional cleaning, installing the Everest
strap is a breeze. (A tutorial on removing Rolex straps can be found at
http://www.minus4plus6.com/maintenance.htm#removal). Everest’s EH-1 is designed
to replace 4.5 Oyster links on a Rolex bracelet and is fitted utilizing the existing
adjustments in the Rolex clasp. Everest Horology found that 4.5 Oyster links fit the
majority of Rolex wearers while keeping the clasp centered on the wrist. If the strap is
too short an existing Oyster link can be used to lengthen one side of the bracelet.
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What's Next for Everest Straps
Everest Horology will be releasing the EH-1 strap in limited quantities soon. The EH-1
strap is designed to fit the Submariner because they are more prevalent, but will fit
the Daytona, GMT (16710), GMT-C (116710), the Explorer II (16750), and Explorer I
39mm. Mid-September should bring an orange colored version, followed by LV green
and military blue in mid-October. Everest Horology is also developing a strap with an
integrated buckle, as well as one for the DeepSea SeaDweller that will work with the
ultra-cool DSSD Glidelock clasp. You can pre-order yourself here by supporting the
Everest strap project on Kickstarter until it is over soon.
Additionally, when Everest drops the EH-1, they will host a product forum/focus group
on TimeKeeper Forums for wearers to provide feedback back to the company and for
Everest to ask questions of EH-1 wearers.
The experience with the Everest EH-1 was positive and I will continue to use the strap
for my next travel and sporting adventures. Rolex should offer quality silicone straps
for their sport watches, but with a company like Everest, there is no need. The
advantages of Everest Horology’s EH-1 are that it conforms to the wrist well, the clasp
stays centered on the wrist, utilizes the existing Rolex clasp and Easy Link, and $185
(US) for a quality silicone strap made entirely in the United States is quite reasonable.
Sheldon K. Smith is a longtime watch enthusiast who runs Minus4Plus6.com, a website
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dedicated to horological experiences and information. Sheldon is a contributor to
International Watch Magazine and various watch blogs. An educator by training,
Sheldon holds degrees from California Polytechnic State University - SLO, and a
doctorate from the University of Southern California. He is currently an assistant
superintendent in a 9500 student California school district.

, Tags: aftermarket, band, best, deep sea, everest, replacement, review, reviews, Rolex, rubber,
silicone, strap, submariner, watch, watches
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Customize And Revitalize Your Watch With A New Strap Or Bracelet
Most people cannot do much on their own to customize the watches they own. Changing the hands, or colors
are beyond our ability both in expertise and the tools we have available. This can create a problem for the
creative...

Unauthorized Rolex Phone From China Does Actual Rolex Watches Shame
Guess what, China could care less about intellectual property rights. So copyright, trademark, and patent in
infringement is just a whim away most of the time. The watch industry has had to deal with this for many years
when it...

Review of the Rolex Sea-Dweller From WatchReport.com
Without a doubt, the Rolex Sea-Dweller is one of my favorite watches of all time. It represents everything I
look for in a watch of this sort: simplicity, quality, functionality, and stark beauty....

Rolex GMT-Master II Ref. 116713 LN Watch Review
Article and images contributed by Michael Maximilien: Let's be honest, Rolex watches are one of the society's
symbol of success around the world. If you want people to know you've made it, then get a Rolex. And, this
message is universal,...

Rolex Daytona Watches For 2011
In addition to the new Rolex Explorer 2 watch model for 2011, Rolex offers a new range of Daytona watches
for men this year at the Baselworld show. 2011 is apparently the 50th anniversary of the Daytona, so we get...
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jessonmartin74

Beautiful watches. I like these all. I have many silicone watches but I never see before such fantastic watches.
Thanks for sharing this all.
everesthorology

@WatchObsession We are excited to have you as our first Authorized Dealer ! Enjoy the article from
@aBlogtoRead
Evosam

I have a rubber B strap on a GMT IIc and I've got to say it's kinda awesome. It lightens the watch up and really
changes the personality of the watch to something much more sporty. To me, it's the perfect summer strap.
Apart from the ability to support the extension, I'm not sure how I feel about silicone vs the vulcanized rubber
or the rubber B. I love the matte soft "springy" feel of natural rubber vs the more "smooth and shinny"
texture of silicone straps I've had in the past. Will check these out but at close to the cost of a rubber B strap,
this Everest strap has it's work cut out for it..
-Sam
everesthorology

1 Like

@DsTimeService @ablogtoread thanks guys, for both the article and the tweets @everesthorology
appreciates you!
nateb123

Despite the talk of how high grade this silicone is, it's cheaper than natural rubber by a long shot. Make no
mistake, this is only $185 because it is for a Rolex. Looks pretty cool though. I do wish there was a bit of
texture on the top side of the strap. Too much open space which looks a bit cheap.
whiteheron813

@nateb123 This is not true. They say its medical grade silicone, which is the one of the most
expensive materials when it comes to rubbers and silicones. Also, natural rubber is not used in
making watch bands, isoprene is. I know this because I am sales rep for a rubber & plastic reseller.
If they are truely making it out of medical grade LSR, it is total over kill. That being said it won't
have any form of reaction to your skin.
rwag1

I think this looks great! The shine of the case with the matte of the strap makes things pop beautifully. For
laptop users it also means the strap and the laptop are not grinding against each other.
MarkCarson

@rwag1  
But I suspect the metal buckle would still be a "grinder" for your laptop.
jhcam8
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I may give it a try on my Sub-C.
whiteheron813

I think that it looks incredible. Rolex has always been a unique design, even after 60 years, but times are
changing. I think this is really cool! Giving these guys some props for trying something outside the box, and in
this rather tough financial environment! I feel this is the evolution of the watch world and these people seem
to be on it. I hope they make one with a buckle also!
Scott A

....would NOT.... sorry important point.
Scott A

IF I had a rolex I would try it. It would be the first time I have taken a risk on a watch strap. If I didn't like
it...I'd give it to my boss as a Christmas present. He loves watches too, tell'em I was thinking of him when I
bought it! I think one day I'll own a rolex but for now other brands take my interest. Of note I had to patients
recently that were wearing/owed rolex watches. One had it 17yrs and the other for 25yrs, still working like a
charm. Funny neither one had it serviced up to that point. Could have something to do with most type of
people that buy rolex but I do think people "in the know", like people that read this blog, also like rolex
watches. My two cents is a rolex are tool watches with really great after sells service and time tested...they
work. My boss likes his Breitling better then his rolex...maybe he knows something I don't:)
CG

does it smell like vanilla? infusing silicone with scent seems to be a trend too. food smells are next... don't
have much of an opinion on Rolex/Silicone union, maybe it's for the youth market or for divers since wearing
a Rolex undersea seemed a bit spooky to me with all these old guys around me wearing shiney bait/tackle on
their wrist AND waving it around while swimming. But who knew those underpaid California teachers could
even afford a Rolex!
Kris C

1 Like

These have been getting peddled on WUS recently, and I havn't bothered responding because I don't, and
won't, be a Rolex owner. But if I were, I would certainly pass on these. I do understand and appreciate the
work it takes to produce a quality silicone product; it's just too bad these look like garbage, and make a bland
watch unattractive. I have no doubt they are comfortable, but so is wearing boxers and an undershirt around
the house - you wouldn't catch me doing that in public.
But, at least they've filled that void for the massive amount of cyclists and runners that wear thier Rolexes
while working out...
DustForEyes

What asovo said. Rubber straps have their place. But a GMT Master !! ain't it.
asovo

i don't know. its kinda ugly for me.
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